KABUKI DRESSINGS – SOPHISTICATED VARIETY
NATURAL, SUSTAINABLE, AUTHENTIC
Infinitely good

Nutty, fruity, refreshing or spicy, all our Japanese-inspired, expertly produced
dressings have this in common:
no flavour enhancers
no yeast extract
no artificial additives
vegan
For salads, as dips, marinades or to season vegetables, rice, pasta, fish, meat
or tofu. Sophisticated combinations create completely new worlds of taste.

MANGO

YOGHURT CURRY

Sweet – fruity fresh

Refreshing – creamy-tangy

The powerfully fruity taste of sweet mango
with a pinch of ginger and a dash of lemony
Szechuan pepper, also called Japanese
pepper: the result is a fresh, fruity dressing
with a slightly spicy note. Goes well with
all mixed salads, chicory-avocado salad,
rice, pasta or chickpea salad, as well as
grilled shrimp.

Did you know? Curry is part of Japanese
cuisine. We mix spicy curry with slightly
sour soy yoghurt from Switzerland together with typical Japanese ingredients. The
result is a perfectly refreshing tangy dressing. It tastes especially good with rice
salad, chicken, salad with fruits, couscous
and sprouts sandwiches.

KABUKI dressings are produced in Switzerland,
where they are prepared by hand, without
pasteurisation, for a full, authentic taste.

A product of
akari taste GmbH
Seasonal mixed salad

Couscous salad
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For more information: kabukidressing.ch
Our sales partners: delicatessens and retailers

kabukidressing.ch

SESAME

BLACK SESAME

SESAME WASABI

MILD CHILI

CLASSIC

CHERRY UMESHU

Charming – nutty

Intense – powerfully nutty

Refined – balanced spiciness

Temperamental – slightly fiery

Traditional – lovely sweetness

Frisky– spicy fruitiness

Salad is generally served in Japan with a
light sesame dressing. The sauce is quite
nutty, mild and versatile. It goes well
with all seasonal green salads, particularly with raw salads, grilled vegetables,
chicken breast, dim sum, or can be used
as a marinade.

The dressing has a strong, concentrated
flavour. The full flavour of nutritional
black sesame unfolds within it.
It is especially fine with tomatoes &
mozzarella, or sausage & cheese salad,
poached fish and poke, or can be used
as a dip for grilled meats.

Wasabi is powerful! Combining Japanese
horseradish with sesame results in an invigorating experience: slightly nutty with
a balanced spiciness. Suited for all salad
creations, it goes especially well with
potato or avocado salad, sashimi and
seafood, or can be used as a marinade.

Steamed sweet red peppers form the basis
of this dressing. Slightly fiery, yet mild –
the precisely correct dose of chilli power
is what it is all about. A great addition to
cucumber salad, coleslaw, pasta or glass
noodle salad and grilled chicken, or can
be used as a vegetable dip.

When boiled carefully for a long time,
onions become quite mild and even
sweet. It’s no wonder that tamanegi-sosu
– the sauce with onions – is popular!
It goes well with all green salads, especially lamb’s lettuce with hard-boiled
egg, dandelions with bacon, rocket with
parmesan, asparagus and gyoza.

Fruity sour cherry combined with sweet
Umeshu plum wine and a dash of chilli:
this dressing brings together two typical
Japanese specialties for a sensuous
experience. It goes well with all mixed
salads, especially with rice, pasta or
pulse salad and feta.

Baby spinach with chickpeas

Oven-roasted vegetables with grilled meat

Roast red and green cabbage with chips

Glass noodle salad

Beet & kale salad with oranges

Pasta salad

